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The story of Wendelbo is about a company which,  
for six decades and over the course of three 
generations, has been driven by a strong passion 

for design. 

It is the story of a family business specialising in the 
production of upholstered furniture where design, 

functionality and quality are characteristics.

With its deep roots in the Scandinavian design 
mindset and the Danish tradition of craftsmanship, 
Wendelbo develops and produces contemporary 
furniture that meets the needs of today’s world – 
furniture that is created in the interface between 
innovation and functionality, combining modernity 

and history. Each design has its own identity

WENDELBO INTRO
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Design  Lars Wendelbo

CAMPO
A streamlined silhouette and square arms, with an added refined 

touch in the button-tufted seat cushion.  
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Design  365° NORTH

BLADE
Sharp and well defined, straight lines and cubic edges provide  

a stark contrast to the soft interior,  with 
upholstered sides and super soft scatter cushions to throw around. 

Full modularity for your individual expression.
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Design  365° NORTH
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Design  LARS WENDELBO

EDGE
A floating sofa design with lightness and edge 

as the main features
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EDGE
There is a floating lightness about this sleek sofa standing elegantly on its slender steel legs. 

The seat and cushions add a sharp visual edge without compromising on comfort.

Design  LARS WENDELBO
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Design  Sarah Rouselle

LOBBY
A characteristic, organic and sculptural shape embracing the user.



Design  365° NORTH

CHILL
Relaxed and comfortable yet with a stern expression, 

With a horizontal cut that makes the seat hover between the slim legs...
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PEAK
The frame of the sofa rising above, like the peaks of a mountain.

Your everyday cosy nest.

Design  365° NORTH

20
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Design  Anderssen & Voll

VISTA
With reference to a distant view along an avenue
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Design  365° NORTH

RAFT
Relaxation taken to another level
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DEFINE
Define your own arrangement, define the way you sit, define the way you chill out, and define 

exactly where and how. No matter what, Define can fulfil any need and can be positioned 
flexibly and individually.

Design  365° NORTH
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Design  365° NORTH

DEFINE.
An infinite number of arrangements



MOOD
Classic elegance and Scandinavian lightness

Design  LARS WENDELBO
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Wendelbo is dedicated to creating modern furniture of the highest 
quality. This ambitious vision is realised through the use of 

honest materials and innovative design.

It all starts with a creative idea  taking shape on the designer’s drawing 
board. This idea is then allowed to unfold before it materialises into a 

comfortable piece of furniture in Wendelsbo’s collection.

From the designer’s first lines to the finished furniture in the catalogue, 
a great deal of dedicated work needs to be done. 

Knowing that a good design is the sum of a clear and original form, 
high quality materials and craftsmanship with maximum attention 
to detail, Wendelbo maintains complete focus on all phases of the 

production.

Values such as long-term durability and aesthetic design are paramount, 
with modern techniques being combined with traditional craftsmanship 

to ensure the high quality of each item. 

Only the best materials find their way into production, which is in the 
hands of skilled and dedicated craftsmen. The result is long-lasting 
furniture made with care and skill from the very first idea to the 

packed and delivered item.

SKILLS AND TRUE CRAFTSMANSHIP
HAND IN HAND
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Design  LARS WENDELBO

NOVA
The Scandinavian  design heritage is present in this

simplistic and classic model



HUG
Design  365° NORTH
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AERO
With a reference to past times when  

traveling was a luxury.

Design  365° NORTH
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SURFACE
Like a line in the horizon
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Design  365° NORTH



SUNDAY
 An accommodating easy chair that  
simply invites you to relax – Sunday, 

Monday, Tuesday…

Design  ANDERSSEN & VOLL
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LANDSCAPE
A clear design language with many opportunities

Design  LARS WENDELBO
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HUG
The Hug chair welcomes you with open arms, as the chair embraces

 you while offering you a nice snug seat.
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Design  365° NORTH



DISC

LOFT 49

Design  365° NORTH

If comfort matters, or if you are looking for the real New Yorker loft feeling, we 
offer an inviting modular sofa with a variety of combinations and room for the 

whole family.

Design  LARS WENDELBO



ELEMENTZ
A modular sofa system, combining a compact modern design with an organic and 

timeless character. The slightly sloping armrests create a welcoming form to this youthful 
and harmonious sofa.

Design  LARS WENDELBO
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